Carbocation Branching Observed in a Simulation
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We have observed the branching rearrangement of a straight-chain secondary carbocation (C₉H₁₉⁺) in an ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) reverse-annealing (rising-temperature) simulation. The mechanism observed is one involving closed (protonated-cyclopropane) structures, previously observed in traditional geometry optimization calculations. However, the simulations give us a better understanding of the dynamics involved, leading to two advances: a simpler description of carbenium ion structures in general and the discovery of important entropy effects.

In petroleum chemistry, the catalytic cracking of unbranched hydrocarbons produces branched hydrocarbon products in substantial yields. The branching steps occur with carbocations, rather than neutral hydrocarbons, and early proposals of an involved protonated cyclopropane (PCP⁺) structure by McCaulay,¹ Brouwer,² and others have been explored by several computational chemistry studies. What remains is to understand the precise mechanistic steps involved. A two-step mechanism was computationally identified by Corma’s group,³ but at least two ensuing investigations,⁴,⁵ involving contact of a carbocation with a catalyst, hint that chemisorption might require changes in the mechanism.

We wish to report a breakthrough in the understanding of the branching rearrangement steps. We have achieved the first molecular dynamics simulation of the branching simulation of the steps that produce a tertiary carbocation (4-methyl-4-octenium ion) from a secondary one (4-nonenium ion). This simulation was unbiased, in that it used a density-functional-theory potential-energy surface, and no mode-specific reaction-driving artificialities whatsoever.⁶ From this simulation, and our additional computation of the transition states corresponding to the two observed steps, we now better understand the entropy effects on the mechanism and can present an updated description of the branching step in petroleum chemistry.

The ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations were performed with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).¹¹ The level of theory was PW91, a gradient-corrected density functional theory (GGA DFT).¹² The calculations used Bloch’s projector augmented wave technique,¹³,¹⁴ applied to pseudopotentials appropriate for GGA DFT,¹⁵,¹⁶ and a plane-wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 500 eV. The simulation that produced the isomerization of the nonenium ion was a condensed-phase simulation of the nonenium ion in an ionic liquid, consisting of 5 pyridinium cations (C₅H₅NH⁺) and 6 Al₂Cl₇⁻ ions. The liquid phase was mimicked by replicating a...
The rise from left intermediate to center transition state involves a 60° internal rotation of the “alkyl” group at the γ carbon, which formally rearranges the C–C bonds and creates a closed primary-carbenium-ion transition state. The fall from transition state to right intermediate involves an H-atom shift from the γ to β carbon atoms, which formally creates a closed secondary carbenium ion. As the diagram suggests, the atom and electron-density shifts during this step are not dramatic. (Both the intermediates and the transition state could variously be called edge-protonated or corner-protonated PCP+ structures, making such a naming system a semantic exercise.)

We categorize carbenium ion structures as either open (all connected θ_{CCC} > 90°, as in structures 1–3 and 5–8 of ref 20) or closed (some θ_{CCC} < 90°, as in structures 4 and 10 of ref 20). Open structures, depending on the degree of branching, may or may not feature H-atom bridging. Closed structures include those that have been variously described as either alkyl-bridged or PCP+. Debates about PCP+ structures (intermediate vs transition state, edge-protonated vs corner-protonated) have a long history, likely due to the fact that computed minimum-energy structures are rather mose between corner-protonated and edge-protonated ideals. We will use the PCP+ label for any closed structure, in which case the label can apply to both intermediates and transition states. For the dialkyl PCP+ structures important in this study, we will refer to the base and the sides of the PCP+ unit, as shown in Table 1.

For the first 3 + 3 + 4.8 ps of simulation time, the sec-nonenium ion explored only open structures. Significant chemisorption (>50 fs) to the weakly nucleophilic chloroaluminate anions never occurred. Table 1 summarizes the important observations from the reverse-annealing simulation.

Using the AIMD results as a guide, we also did calculations to identify the 0 K potential-energy-surface (PES) intermediates and transition states for the two-step reaction observed. For these optimizations, the solvent molecules were removed from the simulation cell and replaced with a homogeneous negative background charge, to avoid the difficulty of optimizing “soft” modes of a quenched molecular liquid. A conjugate gradient algorithm was used to determine the geometries of intermediates, and the transition-state geometries were determined using the dimer method21 as recently improved by Heyden et al.22 One vibrational mode with imaginary frequency was verified for each transition state configuration. In all optimized structures (see Supporting Information), the maximal force acting on ions (nuclei) was smaller than 0.04 eV Å⁻¹.

The first step (near t = 4932 fs) of the observed two-step reaction is described in Figure 1. Both intermediates, as well as the transition state, possess closed structures with a common planar CCC moiety. From our optimization calculations, using the particular nonenium conformations observed in the simulated step, we found an E₉ barrier of 43 kJ mol⁻¹ and a ΔE of −1 kJ mol⁻¹ (no zero-point corrections applied). This step was first discovered computationally by Corma and co-workers (their A → B → C) for the 2-pentenium ion, for which E₉ = 34 and ΔE = −8 kJ mol⁻¹ from their B3P86/6-31G(d) calculations.3 Dumesic and co-workers also optimized very similar transition states (their TS6 and TS7) for further one-step branching of already-branched 2-methylpentenium ions, even when in contact with an oxide catalyst fragment.4
The second step (near \( t = 5258 \text{ fs} \)) is described in Figure 2. Here, as in the first step, a structural adjustment is required to achieve the transition state, before the H-atom transfer can occur to complete the step. From our optimization calculations, we found \( E_a = 17 \) and \( \Delta E = -57 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \). This step was also found by Corma and co-workers (their C \( \rightarrow \mathrm{D} \rightarrow \mathrm{E} \)) for the 2-pentenium ion, for which \( E_a = 17 \) and \( \Delta E = -61 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \) from their B3P86/6-31G(d) calculations.3

The AIMD simulation thus confirms that the two steps presented by ref 3 represent a statistically probable route for the branching transformation. However, the simulation also gives us a better “feel” for the process and gave us two valuable insights into this isomerization. The first is our new description of the critical first step as being entirely composed of PCP\(^{+}\) structures. Reference 4 correctly noted difficulties in equating this first step with the traditionally cited mechanism of Brouwer.2,23,24 Instead, the mechanism of Edwards and Lesage25 (their A \( \rightarrow \mathrm{E} \rightarrow \mathrm{B} \) for the branching of a cyclohexane cation) is the best of the early predictions: not only is it entirely composed of PCP\(^{+}\) structures, but the two C–C bonds they draw as stretched in each of their structures (A, E, and B) are the correct ones, according to the DFT-optimized structures. We felt that drawing only one C–C bond as dotted, instead of two as in Edwards and Lesage, would allow a more comforting description of these intermediate and transition-state structures as “closed secondary” and “closed primary” carbenium ions, respectively.

The second new insight is with regard to the opening and closing of secondary carbenium ions. This simulation demonstrated that open structures are far more prevalent than closed ones. This does not fit well with the original comparisons by Sieber et al. for the 2-butyl ion,26 which calculated PES energies within 5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for the two forms, with a non-negligible (though undetermined) barrier between the two. Suspecting that the preference for open forms was either due to entropy or to solvation, we performed an 800 K (Andersen thermostat)27 AIMD calculation on a secondary nonenium ion in a continuum negative background charge for 7.5 ps. The initially closed structure quickly opened and stayed open most (>80%) of the time, suggesting an entropy effect. Upon ensuing minimization, the structure became pseudo-closed (\( \theta_{\text{C-C}} = 95^\circ \)). Hence, although the internal energy of the open form appears to be higher than that of the closed (PCP\(^{+}\)) form, its free energy appears to be lower at 800 K, at least for the particular conformations sampled during our runs. Our updated description of this situation appears in Figure 3, with the caveat that the two presented energy surfaces are necessarily crude, due to the numerous possible anti/gauche positions of the alkyl arms.
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(6) Unbiased simulations of chemical reactions are rare, because of limited simulation times. Recent MD studies of organic reactions have invoked advanced techniques, such as thermodynamic integration2 and metadynamics,8–10 which require a priori choice of a reaction coordinate.